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 texts in context

Translations
by Brian Friel

The backdrop of Brian Friel’s play Translations is the arrival of the British army 
to make maps of Ireland, starting with Co Donegal in the north. Meanwhile, in 
a makeshift school Hugh O’Donnell continues to teach pupils of all ages and 

abilities: from Jimmy, an old man who is fluent in classical languages, to Maire, 
a young woman who wants to learn English. The action accelerates when Hugh’s 

son, Owen, returns. He introduces two British officers, then reveals that he’s 
working with them, helping to explain Irish place-names and formulate their 

English translations

Nineteenth-century historical context

The Ordnance Survey (1824–41)
Established in 1791, the Ordnance Survey was intended to map Britain in response to 
fears of French invasion. By 1824, the needs for maps were civil, not military. Indeed, 
much of what Captain Lancey says in Act One is historically accurate: 
• The mapping was to address inequalities in taxation.
• It was the first such project to take place in either Great Britain or Ireland.
• The maps were to be completed in unprecedented detail. 

Unlike in Friel’s play, the mapping work was undertaken not by soldiers but scholars, 
such as John O’Donovan, who became professor of Celtic languages at Queen’s 
University and the recipient of numerous academic honours.

The Great Famine (1841–49)
A new disease, known as potato blight, caused crop failures in three out of four 
seasons. Famine and disease followed as well as increased emigration. Around one 
million people died. Anglo-Irish relations suffered, with many believing that the 
British did little to alleviate Irish misery. References to the sweet smell (of diseased 
potatoes) in Translations can be interpreted as examples of dramatic irony, reminding 
the audience subtextually of the devastation that is just around the corner.

Cultural context

Education
During times when the education of Catholics was suppressed by law, unlicensed 
schools grew up, sometimes inside barns or by the shade of hedges. Hugh’s school, 
nostalgically, resembles historical accounts of such hedge-schools, where ‘the 
atmosphere seemed to have been naturally lively and good-humoured’ and there 
were bursts of merriment or horseplay in class. In the early nineteenth century, 
however, English was becoming the main language of instruction and the ‘hedge 
schoolmaster was often proud of his English’ (Dowling 1968). 

In 1831, state-funded National Schools were established for both Catholics and 
Protestants. Their language of tuition was English. Although the shift in the status 
of the languages had already been occurring, the National Schools accelerated this 
trend. 

Today, most Protestants and Catholics in Northern Ireland are educated separately. 
Integrated schools, bringing together those from both Protestant and Catholic 
backgrounds, have been founded since 1981, and they form about 7% of the total.

The Irish language
After independence from Britain in 1922, Ireland wanted a distinct Gaelic identity. 
Part of this was reviving the Irish language. In 1911, 82% spoke no Irish, and 
measures were taken to promote the language — for example, in 1929 making it a 
compulsory subject in secondary schools and a prerequisite for most public sector 
jobs. Yet, according to the Central Statistics Office, today only 1.7% of the population 
speak Irish daily (outside of the education system). 

While many regard the Irish language as an important element of Irish identity, 
some view it with suspicion. And such issues are not merely academic. As Matt 
Trueman, reviewing the 2018 revival of Translations, notes: ‘Language has ground 
Northern Ireland’s government to an impasse, as the power-sharing agreement 
between the DUP and Sinn Féin broke down over a debate — or a disagreement — 
around the teaching of Irish in schools’ (Trueman 2018). 

The play offers some balance in discussing language through Maire’s dismissal of 
Irish and enthusiasm for English. Yet, overall, it celebrates the cultural richness of the 
Irish language — a celebration that, ironically, is conveyed through the medium of 
English, since, on stage, the Irish language is represented through an Irish variety of 
English being spoken with Irish accents.

Twentieth-century historical context

Northern Ireland conflict (1969–98)
Northern Ireland, with its Unionist majority and its Nationalist 
minority, was a divided society in which many held deep-seated 
political allegiances. By the late 1960s, discrimination and 
social separation were prominent features of Northern Irish life: 
proportionally fewer Catholics were lecturers, lawyers or doctors; 
Catholics made up only 22% of the student population at Queen’s 
University, Belfast; discrimination in housing was high. Nationalists 
(mainly Catholics) wanted Northern Ireland to be part of the Republic 
of Ireland; Unionists (mainly Protestants) wanted the union with Great 
Britain to continue. Some on the Unionist and Nationalist sides, called 
Loyalists and Republicans respectively, were prepared to use or accept 
violence as a means to their end.

One pressure group, the Northern Ireland Civil Rights Association, 
protested against anti-Catholic discrimination, and a march in 
October 1968 in Derry resulted in violence between protesters and 
the police. A Protestant backlash against the protesters followed and 
in August 1969 the British Army was deployed to keep the peace. 
Initially welcomed by Catholics, the soldiers came to be seen as a 

symbol of oppressive British rule. Violence escalated, and in August 
1971 the government introduced internment (imprisonment without 
trial). Hostilities increased: in 1970 there were 25 deaths, in 1971 
there were 173, and in 1972 there were 467. 

On 30 January 1972, a Civil Rights march took place in Derry 
that became known as Bloody Sunday. Soldiers, who were sent to 
make arrests, shot 13 unarmed civilians whom they claimed they 
thought were opening fire. Further violence ensued from both 
Protestant paramilitary gangs and Irish Republican Army (IRA) 
bombs. Support for the IRA increased, and the terrorists took on the 
role of ‘defenders’ of Catholic housing estates. In urban areas, such 
as Belfast and Derry, people living in Catholic and Protestant areas 
began to separate themselves by erecting barricades between the 
communities. Some became no-go zones for non-Catholics and the 
security forces; graffiti on one gable wall read ‘You Are Now Entering 
Free Derry’. 

While the action of Translations takes place in Donegal in the 
Republic of Ireland in 1833, it is easy to see parallels between the 
arrival of the Royal Engineers and the coming of British troops to 
Northern Ireland in 1969. 

Production and performance context
With the actor Stephen Rea, Friel formed a new theatre company to produce 
Translations, called The Field Day Theatre Company. While it later became criticised 
for aspects such as its perceived Nationalist agenda, Field Day’s initial aim was to 
make a cultural contribution to a society riven with political unrest. Translations was 
first produced in Derry, a largely Nationalist city that was controlled by a Protestant 
council. At the play’s inaugural performance in 1980, Derry’s Unionist mayor led the 
rapturous applause.
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‘The love affair between Maire and Yolland suggests that there is hope 
for friendly relations between Britain and Ireland.’
By analysing Friel’s dramatic methods and referring to relevant 
contexts, show to what extent you agree. 
 (50 marks, CCEA-style. Also relevant to AQA (A))
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